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ABSTRACT 
This paper deals with (non-)uniqueness in the Cauchy problem, for functions annihilated by a 
complex vector field. (Do Lu E 0 and the Cauchy data u = 0 on some non characteristic hypersur- 
face imply u E 0, in a neighborhood of the hypersurface?) Most of the results are more or less well 
known. But the proofs/constructions are mostly new, using very elementary considerations on (al- 
most) complex structures. Hopefully this makes the topic more accessible, in particular to complex 
analysts. The failure of uniqueness in the Cauchy problem provides a striking example of non em- 
beddable strictly pseudoconvex CR structure. 
INTRODUCTION 
The operator a/dx in Iw2, and the Lewy operator d/dx+ i(a/ay)+ 
i(x + @)(a/&) in Iw3, can both be perturbed, by arbitrary small perturbations, 
in order to lose uniqueness in the Cauchy problem. The same is impossible for 
the Mizohata operator d/ax + ix(d/dy) in Iw’. This paper includes a discussion 
of such topics (on complex vector fields), from the point of view of compIex 
analysis. It contains: 
1. An example of a (obviously non embeddable) strictly pseudo-convex 
structure, on [w3, with a smooth nontrivial CR function vanishing on a non- 
empty open set. 
2. Cohen’s example. This is a classical example. No originality, except pos- 
sibly some in the exposition, can be claimed. 
* Partially supported by NSF grant. 
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3. An easy elementary proof, by complex variable methods, of related 
uniqueness results. 
In an appendix we try to explain the obviously common ideas in l-2-3. (The 
results are indeed ‘natural’ and 1 is indeed more ‘natural’ than 2!) In fact we 
strongly encourage the reader to start with the appendix. 
Comments 
(i) Example 1 is by no way surprising. Indeed, S. Alinhac has shown in [l] 
that for a class of operators L, including the Lewy operator, one can perturb L 
by a zeroth order perturbation (U H Lu + Au) in order to lose uniqueness in the 
Cauchy problem. In ‘principle’, this is harder to achieve than a first order per- 
turbation (perturbing L into another vector field). However Alinhac’s paper is 
not at all easy to read, and, at any rate we favored a more direct approach. As 
in [l], the strategy is basically the strategy of Cohen’s example. 
(ii) Cohen’s example is a clear example ([5] pages 225-7). But it may look a 
little bit technical, and I felt a need of better understanding it, and of putting it 
in perspective from the point of view of complex analysis. 
(iii) The results in 3 are somewhat a combination of Theorem 2.1 and 4.1 in 
Zuily’s book [13], Chapter 1. Our proof is totally different (not based on Carle- 
man’s type estimate). A quick more powerful, but not at all elementary, proof is 
due to Treves. It is explained in the appendix. 
(iv) The first example of non embeddable strictly pseudoconvex CR struc- 
ture, in real dimension 3, is due to Nirenberg. See [7] and [8]. Nirenberg’s work 
has been generalized by Jacobowitz and Treves [6] (Levi form with one positive 
eigenvalues, and all other eigenvalues negative). Very different examples of non 
embeddable structures have been given in [ll]. In this paper it is yet another 
example which is given. The problem of the local embeddability of smooth (non 
real analytic) strictly pseudoconvex structures (of hypersurface type) in real 
dimension 5 seems to be still open. In real dimension > 7, embeddability holds 
(Kuranishi-Akahori, Webster). A specificity of the real dimension 5 has been 
put in evidence in [7]. 
1. EXAMPLE OF STRICTLY PSEUDO-CONVEX CR STRUCTURE WITH 
CR FUNCTIONS VANISHING ON AN OPEN SET 
Such an example is obtained by a slight perturbation of the standard CR struc- 
ture on the unit sphere in C *, in a neighborhood of the point ((l/a), (1 /A)). 
We parameterize (locally) the unit sphere by 
(t, 8, u) H (teie, dDeiU) 
(with, say, 0 < t < 1, -(n/2) < B 5 +(7r/2), -(7r/2) 5 v I +(7r/2)). 
In these coordinates the tangential Cauchy Riemann operator (defined up to 
multiplication by scalar function) is 
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papa it a 
at tae (1% 
It is indeed straightforward to check that zi = tei8 and z2 = dm ei” satisfy 
L(Zj) = 0. 
Proposition 1. There exist u and A, C” functions deJned in a neighborhood of 
((l/A), 0, 0) in R3, satisfying the following: 
u is not identically 0 in any neighborhood of 
So LA = L + x(6’/&) defines a strictly pseudo-convex structure near 
(( 1 /v?), 0,O) with the desired properties, since u is CR. (Note for curiosity: zi 
is also a CR function). In different coordinates L is the Lewy operator. 
Proof. For s > 0 (and 0 < t < l), set 
fs(t, 8, v) = (l +s!s+’ zpz; 
= (1 + v+’ t2S(1 _ t2)e2i(se+v) 
SS 
Then IfsI I 1, and IfsI = I along t = Jm. For n E N*, set 
This is the value of t which makes Ifi+,,, maximum (equal to 1). Choose & a 
C” function on [w supported by the interval [t, + 1, t, -11, such that +)n( t) z 1 for 
t E [&+I + 1/100n2, t,_l - 1/100n2], and such that, for every k E N, II$J,~~~~ = 
O(nU(). Define u, a function of (t, 0, v), by: 
u = y &(t) cfi ;$‘in . 
n=l 
In any interval [tn+ 1, tn], only $,, +i and & are not identically 0, so for each fixed 
t the above sum reduces to at most 2 non vanishing terms. 
Let S be the union of the supports of V+,,. So 
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SC rj 
n=l I 1 1 f,- lOO(n + 1)2 ’ 62 + lOO(n - 1>* I . 
We claim the following: 
(a) uisC”. 
(b) u(t, 6, V) = 0 for t 5 l/a. 
(c) u f 0 in any neighborhood of (l/a, 0,O). 
(d) If X is defined by: X E 0 off S and X = --Lu/(Bu/&) on S, then X is a C” 
function defined at least near t = l/a. 
The proposition follows then immediately. 
Claim (b) is immediate. Notice that 
so (c) is verified. Checking (a) is easy taking into account the fact that the 
functions fi+i,,, have uniformly bounded Ck norms and satisfy Ifi+ilnj 5 1. 
(Checking (a) shows the usefulness of the factor l/2”*, while the reason for 
choosing the exponent 2” is to be seen in checking (d)). 
Now we check (d). 
If 
[ 
1 
tE t,,t,+ 
lOO(n - 1)2 I ’ 
u=~(fi+l,.)2n+~~-I(f)~ 2”-1 (fl+l/("-I)) . 
If 
For 
tE 
we have: 
[ 
1 
I,, t, + 
lOO(n - 1)2 I ’ 
since Lfs = 0 for any S; and since (a/&)fS = 2ifS we get 
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A= 
2i 
[ 
&i+l,n)2n +~“~l(r),,,_,,?1,-,) (h+l,(n-l,Y] 
This makes sense (denominator does not vanish) at least for t close to l/a, 
corresponding to n large enough, as we will now see. 
The absolutely crucial fact is that the first term in the sum in the denominator 
dominates the second one, and also it dominates the numerator. We have: 
Ifl(f)l = 4t2(1 - t2), and (d2Pt2)lfi I I f = (1/ti) = -16. By continuity, for (s, t) 
close to (1,l /a), by Taylor’s formula the following estimate holds: 
Using these estimates, for 
[ 
1 
tE t,,t,+ 
lOO(n - 1)2 I ’ 
and n large enough, one has the following: 
Since 0 5 t - t, 5 l/(lOO(n - 1)2), 
I&w+l,n)2nl 2 $y (l -lo[loo(,l- 1)2]2)211 
but since t,_l - t > 1/10n2 
For n large 
$k (l- 10[,,,:_ l)21;)1>> 2in_l):1-(n_*) (I  [&12)7 
Indeed if cxy/2 > ,0 >o 
1 2” 1 
2”2-” 
( I-5 > 
>> 
2("-1)2-(n-l) 
( 
1-s . 
1 2n-1 
So, as desired, for 
tE tn,t, I 1 + lOO(n - 1)2 
and n large, 
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The above estimate can be strengthened with an additional factor 2k” in the 
right hand side, which is relevant to estimating Ck norms. This being done, it is 
now routine (easy but indeed fastidious) to check that for any k the Ck norm of 
Xon 
tends to 0 as R -+ oc. For similar detailed computations see [5], pp. 225-227. 
The same can be done on the strips 
[ 
1 f”-(~00)(n+l)2~tn 1 lr 2 x -2’2 . [ “I 
As claimed X is C” and this leads to Proposition 1. Cl 
2. COHEN’S EXAMPLE 
This is the famous example of a smooth function B defined near 0 on R2 and of 
a C” function u defined near 0 on R2 such that: 
I U(X, y) f 0 for x < 0 u is not identically 0 in any neighborhood of (0, 0) 
I $+Bu=O. 
Here we try to break a presentation of Cohen’s example in several clear steps. 
Step 1 is the essential one (a construction on the strip [0, l] x R, whose proof 
can, and will, be summarized in 1 line). Step 3 consists in putting strips together 
to construct an example on (-oo, 0) x IX, with fast decay at --00. In this step 
one is absolutely strictly, and very simply, guided by Step 1. A simple change of 
variable leads to the example (compressing strips, Step 4). Step 2 which should 
not detract the attention of the reader is just a soft argument to easily get 
smoothness. 
Step 1. (Almost) Complex structure on the strip [0, I] x R. 
Let S = [0, l] x I& 
Proposition 2. There exists NO E N’ such that for every n E Z, Jnl 2 NO. then 
thereexists w,, E C-(S) andA, E Cm(S) such that: 
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For every p E N (Jw,II~~(~)< CplnIp. IIAIlcP(s)l C,/fl (for some constant C, 
independent of n). Zf n > 0 (resp. < 0) Im A > 0 (res. < 0). 
Although essential to our understanding of the example, this last condition will 
not be used explicitly. It tells that d/ax + An(d/13y) defines a complex structure 
with positive (resp. negative) orientation. See appendix. 
Proof. Replacing W, by its complex conjugate it is enough to treat the case 
n > 0. 
The entire proof consists in: 
d . d 
slightly perturb the complex structure - + i - 
ax fi ay 
Here are the details, if needed. 
Extend the function (ePiaJ’ )/n defined on the y axis, and the function einy 
defined on x = 1 to solutions of the operator d/dx + (i/Jii)(d/dy). (Notice 
that [a/ax + (i/Jii)(d/dy)] (x + lfiy) = 0), one gets: 
Notice that for n large: 
Iw’(O,y)l = e-fi << ; = 17J0(0,y)I 
while 
bO(LY>l = 
&3J;; 
7 << 1 = I?J’(l,y)l. 
Similar comparisons will hold for the first partial derivatives (see below). 
This allows to cut off II’ near x = 0, and w” near x = 1. 
Precisely: Fix $0 and $1 E C”( [0, 11) satisfying 
Set 
$0(l) = 0, tie = 1 on [O, 3/4], $4 I 0. 
$1(0)=0, VA= 1 on [l/4,1], $J,’ > 0. 
W”kY) = ~o(4~“(x,Y) + %hb4~‘(~,Y). 
Then: 
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(i) on [+,!I x Iw(&,/ax) + (i/J;;)(&,/dy) = 0, take A,(x,y) = i/fi. 
(ii) on [0, $1 x R, where w’ is cut off and w,, = v” + $1 w’ :
awlI -= 
ax -$$+ vqx)w’(x,y). 
This gives us 
A,(x,y) = -!- - . vq+‘(x,Y) 
fi $>Y) 
i . 
Z---f 
q; (x)eJ;;(3x ~ 1) + 3W 
J;i 2 + n+,(x)eJii(3x-1)+3iv ’ 
The second term and its partial derivatives of any fixed order have exponential 
decay (in Jt;, as n tends to 00 (due to the factor efi(3X-1) and 3x - 1 < - $). The 
estimate of ]]w,((~~ is trivial. 
(iii) On t, l] x Iw, h w ere v” is cut off and w, = v1 + +)ov’ we have 
=L+i 
$#e &I( I- 3x) - 3iny 
fi n _ 2&,eJ;;(1-3x)-3iny’ 
with similar conclusions (since now 1 - 3x 5 - $). 0 
Step 2. Introducing flatness at the boundary of the strip (to make patching 
easier). 
Proposition 2’. In Proposition 2, we can further ask that A,(x, y) vanish to infinite 
order along x = 0 and along x = 1, the inequality Im A > 0 (resp. < 0) holding 
then only on (0,l) x [w. 
Proof. Let x be a C” map from [0, l] into [0, I] such that x(O) = 0, x(1) = 1, 
x’ > 0 on (0, l), and x’ vanishes to infinite order at 0 and 1. Replace w, by 
w~(x(x)~Y) and A by x’(~A(x(~Y). q 
Step 3. Juxtaposing strips. 
We construct a function w on (-a,O) x [w by constructing it on each strip 
Sk = [-k - 1, -k] x R, (k E N), each strip Sk being identified with S by trans- 
lation to apply Step 1 and 2. 
With NO as in Proposition 2, impose 
~(0, y) = eiNoJ’. 
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If we intend to apply iteratively Proposition 2 or 2’ we have no choice left. We 
therefore impose 
e- i2Noy 
WC-l,Y) = 7 
e + i2*Noy 
WC-2,Y) = -$2- 
0 
3 
w(-3,y) = g 
0 
w(-k,Y) = 
e(-l)ki2kNoy 
N$?‘+4/2 
Applying Proposition 2’, we set on [-k - 1, -k] x R: 
1 
w(x,y) = 
1 
j,$,,+])/2 W(pl)k2kN,,(X + k + ‘,y) 
4x,y) = A(-l)+& (xfkf 1,~). 
All this leads to functions w and A, C” on (-co, 0) x R satisfying: 
dW 
?r+A% 
8Y 
For any fixed p E N: 
IMlCP(S,) = w2-k2’4) 
II4lcP(s,, = w-k’2). 
Remark. The smoothness of w along the lines x = -k can be checked in the 
construction. It also follows from the smoothness of w in the regions {-k < 
x 5 -k + i} and {-k - $ I: x 5 -k}, the flatness and therefore smoothness of 
A along x = k, and the uniqueness in Cauchy Kowalewski for formal power 
series. 
Notice that the sign of ImA is positive, resp. negative, in the kfh strip, de- 
pending on whether k is even or odd. (This allows 1wI to ‘peak’ along x = 4.) 
Step 4. Compressing the strips, 
Shrink each strip Sk by a factor l/k2 (in the x direction). Or simply make the 
change of variable 
(X,Y)++ (-$Y). 
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i.e. for x > 0, set 
I u(x,_Y) =w -;2 ( 1 B(x,y) =-$A -f,y . ( ) 
For x 5 0 set u(x,y) = B(x,y) E 0. Then u and B are C” on R*, du/dx+ 
B(au/+) = 0, u(x,v) = 0 for x 5 0, but u( l/k, 0) # 0 if k E N. 
3. UNIQUENESS FOR i3/h+A(a/&) IN A HALF PLANE, IN CASE ImA DOES NOT 
CHANGE SIGN 
Here we prove, with truly elementary tools of complex analysis, a result which 
is somewhat a combination of Theorem 2.1 and 4.1 in [13] Chapter 1. For a 
more powerful proof and better result fully justifying the title of this section, 
see the appendix. 
It is an immediate consequence of the following proposition (after change of 
variables) that small perturbations of the Mizohata operator have the unique- 
ness property. 
Proposition 3. Let A be a smooth function defined near (0,O) in R*. Assume that 
for x > 0, Im A(x, y) > 0. Zf u is a continuous function defined near 0 such that 
(a/ax + A(a/dy))u = 0 and u(O,y) E 0 then u(x, y) z 0 near 0, for x 2 0. 
Notice that it is enough to assume that u is defined for x 2 0, and that the 
equation holds for x > 0, since then we can extend u by 0 to the left half plane. 
Of course the right half plane could be replaced by the left half plane, and the 
sign could be changed (Im A 5 0 instead of Im A > 0, replacing u by U). We do 
not require any smoothness on u, while in [13] u is assumed to be of class C’. 
Taking into account ellipticity in the half plane x > 0, it means that Proposition 
2 applies under the hypothesis that u be continuous near 0 and satisfy (a/ax + 
A(d/@))u = 0, in the region x > 0, on which it has to be smooth. 
(i) Reduction. Following [lo], page 336, by changing coordinates, we can 
assume that 
L=&+ia(x,y)$, 
with a a real valued function. 
For the convenience of the reader, let us remind that this can be done by 
making the change of variable 
cw’) = (5 %Y)) 
with @ given by solving 
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t 
g+(ReA)$=O. 
This has the immediate effect that L(x) = 1 and L(y’) is purely imaginary. So in 
(x, y’) coordinate L = a/ax + ia(d/ay’). 
Notice that this change of variable does preserve the y axis. Moreover 
Im A > 0 is equivalent o a > 0. 
(ii) Proof. We have a complex structure near 0 in the right half plane 
(x > 0), for which the Laplacian (defined modulo multiplication by positive 
factor) is: 
d=&+a2~-~;+ao,& 
dY2 
with a, = &/dx, ay = &lay. 
An easy way of finding d is to set: n = EL + CL (so d annihilates functions in 
the kernel of L) and to determine c so that A is a real operator. 
Note that if h satisfies ah/ax = ak 
[-&f$]h=a$ 
This leads to defining h near 0 by 
W&y) = -y4 
ah 
dx=a(-l+x). 
Notice that a2h/ay2(o) = dh/ay(O) = 0. 
So in a neighborhood of 0 
2 d2h ah a 
a dy2+aaYdy <j 
We then have Ah 2 a/2 10, for x > 0. 
Let us summarize: 
We have constructed (by hand!) a real valued function h defined near 0 with the 
following properties: 
(1) h is ‘subharmonic’ (Ah >_ 0). 
(2) h(0) = 0. 
(3) There exists 6 > 0, such that h(x, y) < 0 for every (x,Y) E [w2 satisfying: 
0 I x 5 6 IYI 5 4 (X,Y) # (070). 
From the existence of such a ‘barrier’ the uniqueness result follows at once, by 
the maximum principle. 
Here is how: Let u be as in the statement of the proposition. If u f 0 (in the 
right half plane), Log IuJ is ‘subharmonic’. Take 6 as in (3). Let -M = 
Sup,h(x,y), with r the half circle I’= {(x,y) E R2, x2 +y* = 62, x > 0). So 
M > 0. Let Q be the half disk 
Q = {(x,Y) E R2 ,x2 +y2 5 52,x > 0). 
We can assume 1~1 5 1. By the Maximum principle, for every E > 0, 
Supe(h + E Log ]u[) 5 -M, since Log Iu( = -cc on (0) x [-6, +6]. Letting E 
tend to 0 one gets h < -M, a contradiction. q 
Remark. It is extremely easy to treat 
(near 0), and for x > 0, either a(x,y) 
4x,.Y) < 0. 
the following case, when for any fixed y 
E 0, or a(x, y) > 0 (for every x > 0), or 
Fix y. If a(x, y) 3 0, clearly ~(0, y) = 0 implies u(x, y) E 0. Now, apply the 
above result to each of the two regions defined by a(x, y) > 0, resp. a(x, y) < 0 
(on which one has a genuine complex structure). 
4. APPENDIX 
4.1. Discussion of the above results 
Let A(x, y) be a smooth function defined near (0,O) in lR2. A problem under 
consideration is the problem of (non) uniqueness in the Cauchy problem: If, 
i 
au 
ax+A(x,Y)g=o 
u(O,y) = 0. 
Does it follow that u = 0 (near (0, O))? Of course uniqueness holds in the fol- 
lowing cases: 
l if A is real analytic (Hblmgren Theorem) 
l if A is real valued (reduction to a/ax) 
l if Im A(O,O) # 0 (reduction to a/Z, by ‘isothermal’ coordinates, i.e. 
Newlander Nirenberg theorem in dimension 1, see e.g. [2] lectures 2 and 3). 
In case Im A # 0 in the region x > 0, but possibly Im A = 0 along x = 0, 
8/8x + A(d/ay) defines a (almost) complex structure in the region x > 0, and 
properties of holomorphic functions can still be used to show uniqueness. This 
is precisely what is done in 3. In Cohen’s example (2) Im A changes sign in- 
finitely often. The effect of a change of sign of Im A (i.e. the effect of a change of 
orientation of the (almost) complex structure defined by 8/8x + A(d/dy)) is 
readily seen on the following simple example (with a discontinuous A). Let 
Q, p E Iw - (0). On the half plane x > 0 take the complex structure defined by 
L = 8/13x + ia(8/dy) ( so x + (i/a)y is ‘holomorphic’). 
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On the half plane x < 0 take the complex 
a/ax + @(alay) (so x + (i/p)y is ‘holomorphic’). 
Take the ‘holomorphic’ extensions of ~(0, y) = e’J’, 
for x > 0, U(x,y) = e++(G+) 
for x < 0, u(x, y) = eP(x+(ilBM. 
structure defined by L = 
i.e.: 
Note that if Q < 0 and p > 0 (change of orientation!) ]u(x, y)] < 1 for x # 0, but 
]u(O,y)( E 1. So the function u(x,y) (in the kernel of L) has maximum modulus 
along x = 0. This is a crucial feature in a construction following Cohen’s con- 
struction: uN will be locally the dominating term in a sum, making it possible to 
cut off the other terms in the sum. 
Now, in case we deal with the Lewy operator, i.e. the tangential Cauchy 
Riemann operator in the unit sphere in C2, we have at our disposal functions 
such as ziz2 which has maximum modulus along the 2-dimensional set 
]z,] = ]z2] = l/a. Th us, such functions naturally provide us with the tools 
needed to proceed as in Cohen’s example. A posteriori it is no surprise at all 
that we can perturb Lewy’s operator and lose uniqueness. The existence of co- 
dimension 1 maximum modulus sets in the sphere is the key. For the construc- 
tion of maximum modulus sets for other hypersurfaces in C2, or C”, see [4]. 
The constructions in 1 and 2 are totally similar and both strictly follow the 
scheme of the original example by Cohen. However we chose different pres- 
entations for 1 and 2 in order to reduce Cohen’s example to one clear step 
(Step l), from which the next steps follow almost automatically. 
4.2. Generalization of the uniqueness result in 3 
I learned the following from F. Treves. 
Proposition 3’. In Proposition 3, it is enough to assume that Im A(x, y) > 0 in the 
region x > 0 (instead ofIm A(x, y) > 0). 
Proof. Let cp be a smooth map defined near 0 in [Wf such ~(0) = 0, v’(x) > 0 if 
x > 0. We have especially in mind q(x) = e- 1/X This defines a change of vari- .
able on Iw+ x Iw (singular along (0) x W) (x’, y) H (cp(x’), y). The operator L = 
alax + A(x>Y)(~/~Y) is expressed in (a!, y) coordinates by: 
L’ = &j + ~&'LY)P'(x') ;]. 
All this leads, replacing L’ by cp’(x’)L’, to the possibility of reducing the proof 
of Proposition 2’ to the case where A(x, y) vanishes to infinite order along 
x = 0. Then, for x < 0, we can (artificially) change A, setting A(x, y) E 0 (for 
x < 0). So it is enough to prove the proposition for L = 13/8x + A(x, y)(a/ay) 
under the hypothesis that near 0 in R2, Im A(x, y) > 0. (No longer only for 
x 2 0.) The following is entirely due to Treves: 
The operator L is then locally solvable (a non elementary result, Nirenberg- 
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Treves condition P, [5]) therefore it defines a hypoanalytic structure in the sense 
of Treves, (cf. [12], especially Chapter VIII). 
Here this simply means that there exists Z(x,y) defined near (0,O) so that 
L(Z) = 0 and dZ # 0. By the Baouendi Treves approximation formula ([2], [12] 
11.2) any solution vanishing on x = 0 has to vanish identically near 0. 0 
Remarks. (i) In case Im A(x, y) > 0 for x > 0, the function Z mentioned above 
is a smooth map which is a holomorphic map from the half plane equipped 
with the complex structure defined by L into C. And dZ # 0, L(Z) = 0 yield 
(dZ/dy) (0,O) # 0. By the Baouendi Treves approximation formula solutions to 
Lu = 0 will correspond to holomorphic functions on the range of Z. And this 
shows that: in case Im A > 0 for x > 0 in the proposition the condition 
~(0, y) E 0 can be replaced by u vanishing on a set of positive measure on the y 
axis (fixing a neighborhood). 
The function Z gives a ‘uniformization’ of the complex structure up to the y 
axis (where it degenerates). 
(ii) The proof relies on condition (P), so it applies as well to the case when 
Im A does not change sign on the integral curves of a/ax + Re A(x, y)(a/ay), 
in the region x > 0. 
Added in proof. An earlier paper on uniqueness, containing results discussed in 
this paper, and which uses the technique of Carleman estimates, is the paper 
[14] by M. Strauss and F. Treves. 
L. De Carli and M. Nacinovich have shown that uniqueness in the Cauchy 
problem holds for abstract CR manifolds of hypersurface type, whose Levi 
form has eigenvalues of both signs, and more generally for pseudoconcave CR 
manifolds [ 151. 
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